Briarwood Senior Living: Outreach Summary
MEETING DATE: Wednesday, November 7, 2018
LOCATION: Brookdale Springfield Briarwood, 4865 Main St, Springfield, OR 97478
TIME: 2-3:30 PM

In Attendance
Staff and Consultants
Emma Newman, Senior Transportation Planner, City of Springfield
Allison Brown, Facilitator, JLA Public Involvement
Mary Augustine, Coordinator, JLA Public Involvement

Overview and Purpose
This outreach event was a partnership with Brookdale Senior Living, engaging the senior and assisted living community.
This engagement fulfills, in part, Title VI Focus Group #1 Community Engagement Activities, outlined in the Main Street
Safety Project: Planning Phase Community Engagement & Communications Plan. Twenty-four (24) community members
were engaged in the outreach process.
The outreach process was a hybrid model, combing a facilitated focus-group discussion with interactive voting and
guided mapping activities. The project was introduced by Emma Newman, City of Springfield, and Allison Brown, JLA
Public Involvement, led the group in a facilitated large-group discussion.
Following the group discussion, participants ‘voted’ on their top three community values related to Main Street, placing
coins into jars that correspond with six values: traffic mobility, local business access, cost, safety, transit and main street
character.
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Outreach Review
City of Springfield and JLA Staff engaged twenty-four community members that live at the Brookdale Springfield
Briarwood Senior living facility. The facility is located in the heart of the project area, with some residences directly
overlooking the Main Street corridor.
A majority of participants rely on mobility devices for travel, moving independently along the project area to access
services. Using informal audience polling, we found that more than half use motorized scooters to travel along the
project corridor. Additionally, seven use transit and two drive cars along Main Street. Within the group of seniors, 3%
had near-miss accidents within the last 2 months and one mobility device/bike collision on the sidewalk was reported.
Near-misses were a high priority for the audience, with many participants providing stories and first-hand experiences of
conflicts between cars, bikes and mobility devices.
Also, the poor condition of sidewalks was a high priority for those traveling with mobility devices along the project
corridor. Safety issues were identified specifically to and from St. Vincent DePaul Main Street Thrift Store, including
usage of mobility devices in bike-lanes due to poor sidewalk conditions.

Values
Participants were given three plastic coins to ‘vote’ on their top three values by placing them into labeled ‘values’ jars.
Staff clarified that participants could put multiple coins into one jar, if they felt strongly about that value. A total of
twenty people participated in the values exercise, casting sixty coins as votes.
Safety was the highest ranked value (50%) with thirty votes as a top-three value. Traffic mobility (15%) and Local
Business Access (13%) were a close second. Cost (10%), transit (7%) gained four votes each and Main Street Character
(5%) gained three.
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Comments
Comments are grouped to correspond with project values and are presented in the table below.
Safety: I value solutions that prevent fatalities and
• Pedestrians are on the street at all hours.
serious injuries
• Improper and illegal pedestrian crossing is a major
problem, at all areas of Main Street.
• People are driving way faster than the posted speed
limit.
• Low visibility, it is hard to see pedestrians at all times of
the day.
• When crossing signs are flashing, drivers speed through,
instead of stopping.
• Flashing crosswalks are hard to see, using red lights
might be better than yellow.
• Sidewalks need repair, so people are walking and use
mobility devices in the street and bike lanes.
• Sidewalks are not safe for people in wheelchairs and
mobility devices.
• Crossings are not safe for people in wheelchairs and
mobility devices.
• Southside of East 51st Street has poor sidewalks.
• Experience many near accidents on pedestrian
crossings.
• Jaywalking is an issue and needs more enforcement
from police and officials.
• Could we post signs around areas with senior and
vulnerable populations encouraging people to slow
down and drive safer? Similar to school speed limit
signs.
• Have police and sidewalk stings that are not advertised
on the radio and television.
• Speed is an essential issue.
• Need more speed camera enforcement.
• Sidewalks are un-even and hard to use with mobility
devices.
• Some roundabouts are more dangerous when they
include pedestrian crossings.
• Driveway access near NW Community Credit Union is
dangerous and poorly placed.
• Bikes are riding on the sidewalks, causing accidents with
pedestrians and mobility devices.
• Conflicts with cars and cyclists at crossings.
• Officials should use mobility devices on Main Street to
see how dangerous and difficult it is to get around.
Traffic Mobility: I value solutions that minimize
• Bob Straub and McKenzie Highway have good
connectivity when driving, especially traffic flow.
congestion and maintain the flow of traffic.
• Flashing yellow left turn signal lights are helpful for
traffic flow when driving, especially around 58th Street.
• Roundabouts are working well, especially the Glenwood
roundabout.
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Main Street Character: I value solutions that
improve the appearance and aesthetics of Main
Street and make it vibrant place for those who live,
work, shop, and travel through the corridor.

•

It should look like a “Main Street”, presently it looks like a
free-way.

Transit: I value solutions that support good transit
access.
Local Business Access: I value solutions that support
the viability of the businesses on Main Street by
providing good access and minimizing other impacts.

•

Roundabouts that have bus lanes are working well.

•

St. Vincent De Paul is a key destination for seniors and it
feels unsafe getting there and back.
o Trying to access this location feels unsafe with
many near accidents.
I feel like a 'nervous wreck' trying to access businesses
on Main Street by mobility devices and walking.

•

Mapping
A mapping activity with the senior community members was done by real-time mapping during the facilitated largegroup discussion. Seated participants were encouraged to identify issues throughout the discussion and staff placed dots
on the map for them.
A total of seven dots were placed on the map, all identifying issues or concerns. The concerns raised by the group
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Low visibility on 20th and Main Street; especially when raining
Low visibility around 42nd Street, at night
Poor sidewalk conditions on 35th Street, near St. Vincent DePaul
Cracking and broken sidewalks were also identified on the north and south sides of 45th Street and 52nd Street
The driveway for Northwest Community Credit Union on 51st Street, due to low visibility and pedestrian
crossings.

Brookdale Briarwood Outreach, Mapping Activity
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Catholic Community Services: Outreach Summary
DATE: Wednesday, November 7th, 2018
LOCATION: Catholic Community Services, 1025 G St, Springfield, OR 97477
TIME: 11AM-1PM

In Attendance
Staff and Consultants
Emma Newman, Senior Transportation Planner, City of Springfield
Melissa Cariño, Senior Planner, City of Springfield
Allison Brown, Facilitator, JLA Public Involvement
Mary Augustine, Coordinator, JLA Public Involvement

Overview and Purpose
This outreach event was a partnership with Catholic Community Services’ (CCS) G Street Oasis, engaging low-income
individuals and families. This engagement fulfills, in part, Title VI Focus Group #1 Community Engagement Activities,
outlined in the Main Street Safety Project: Planning Phase Community Engagement & Communications Plan. Twentyeight community members were engaged in the outreach process.
Two interactive strategies were employed to gain feedback from these community members. Participants ‘voted’ on
their top three community values related to Main Street, placing coins into jars that correspond with six values: traffic
mobility, local business access, cost, safety, transit and Main Street character. Secondly, participants placed dots on a
large map of the project area, highlighting safety concerns and identifying where they live (if their residence was within
the project area).
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Outreach Review
City of Springfield and JLA Staff engaged community members who were visiting the CCS G Street Oasis for social service
needs, including, but not limited to, food, clothing and energy assistance. Before and after appointments with CCS staff,
community members were invited to interact with staff and engage in the values and mapping activities. The activities
were designed to reduce time-burden on individuals and could be done within 2-3 minutes. Most community members
stayed longer and provided additional comments. Project fact-sheets and newsletter sign-up sheets were displayed on
the table. Additionally, City of Springfield staff were able to direct community members to an appropriate City of
Springfield department, if comments or concerns were outside of the project scope.

Melissa Cariño and Emma Newman demonstrating the value rating activity

Values
Participants were given three plastic coins to ‘vote’ on their top three values by placing them into labeled ‘values’ jars.
Staff clarified that participants could put multiple coins into one jar, if they felt strongly about that value. A total of
twenty-four people participated in the values exercise, casting seventy-three coins as votes.
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Traffic
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Safety was the highest ranked
value (41%) gaining thirty
votes as a top-three value.
Main Street Character (16%)
and Traffic Mobility (16%)
were tied with 12 votes each.
Transit (11%) and Cost (10%)
were ranked similarly, gaining
eight and seven votes. Local
Business Access (5%) was the
lowest ranked, gaining four
votes.

Comments
Comments gained through conversation and dialogue with staff were written down and grouped to correspond with
project values. All documented comments are presented in the table below.
Safety: I value solutions that prevent fatalities and
• 34th and Main: a fence blocks visibility and
serious injuries
flashing crossings.
• Pedestrians and bike-riders need brighter
clothes and lights.
• Sidewalks need repair at 1072 Main Street.
• Increased officer enforcement needed (x2).
• Increased driver responsibility for effects on
safety.
• I do not like crossings because people walk out
right after pushing the button, making it unsafe
for drivers and pedestrians.
• Flashing signs are helpful for pedestrians and
drivers.
• Crossing streets around Willamalane Wave Pool
(Thurston) is dangerous, especially for kids.
Traffic Mobility: I value solutions that minimize
• Willamalane Wave Pool (Thurston) has
congestion problems.
congestion and maintain the flow of traffic.
Main Street Character: I value solutions that improve the
appearance and aesthetics of Main Street and make it
vibrant place for those who live, work, shop, and travel
through the corridor.

•
•

Transit: I value solutions that support good transit access.

•

•

•

The corridor needs more street lights.
I am happy for new businesses along the
corridor, including Cornbread Café.
Main Street needs better landscaping.
Provide better crossings near bus stops for
pedestrians.
I would like a free trolley car for Main Street.

Comments Outside of Project Scope
•
•
•

5th and G St. is a safety issue.
The roundabout @ Pioneer Parkway: Harlow and Hayden Br. is a problem.
Crosswalk is dangerous for pedestrians from Eugene, going South on Pioneer Parkway.
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Mapping
Catholic Community Services’ participants placed dots on a large map of the project area to identify safety concerns and
key issues. Some wrote comments directly on the map, adding descriptive text next to their dot. Pink dots highlight
issues or concerns, purple dot identified residency and a yellow dot was used for ‘other’ comments.
Participants placed 34 dots on the
map: 26 issues or concerns, seven
participant residences and one ‘other’
comment. Additionally, five
comments are documented on the
margins, commenting on the entire
map. Areas of concern were identified
all along the project corridor, with
comments extending from 14th Street
to 72nd Street. Some dots included
multiple comments (‘pedestrian
safety and signal timing’).

Catholic Community Services Outreach, Mapping Activity
A cluster of eight comments were placed between 28th to 32nd Streets and the Bob Keefer Center:
• Four general issues (with no description provided)
• A crosswalk is needed for residents at Wentworth
• No crosswalk near the DMV
• Fresh paint/reflective markings needed at the 28th Street intersection
• Visibility of ‘flashers’ on pedestrian crossings, with east-bound lanes not yielding to pedestrians
Near the Hwy 126 and Bob Straub Parkway area, nine issues of:
• Signal timing between the four-way intersection
• Concern with cars pulling out of driveways, spanning from Hwy 126 to 58th Street
• Pedestrian safety
• The belt-line intersection area is a concern
• General safety concerns on 54th Street intersection (four dots)
Four issues with lighting were identified:
• Inadequate flashing pedestrian crosswalk with low visibility at 35th Street
• Increased lighting needed near 20th Street and 58th – 72nd
Areas near schools presented concern (Riverbend Elementary, Ridgeview Elementary and Thurston High School), with
four illegal pedestrian crossing concerns identified from 45nd Street into the Riverbend Elementary School area.
Additionally, five dots identified illegal pedestrian crossings extending from Thurston High School and Ridgeview
Elementary to 72nd Street. The five comments addressing the overall project described an area with ‘a lot going on’,
desire for increased police patrols, a dislike for lower speed limits, more lighting and additional crosswalks.
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Downtown Languages: Outreach Summary
MEETING DATE: Monday, November 5th, 2018
LOCATION: Two Rivers-Dos Rios School - 1084 G St, Springfield, OR 97477
TIME: 7-8:00 pm

In Attendance
Staff and Consultants
Allison Brown, Facilitator, JLA Public Involvement
Molly Markarian, City of Springfield

Overview and Purpose
This outreach event was a partnership with Downtown Languages’ PILAS literacy program, engaging Spanish speaking
individuals and families. This engagement fulfills, in part, Title VI Focus Group #1 Community Engagement Activities,
outlined in the Main Street Safety Project: Planning Phase Community Engagement & Communications Plan. Twenty-six
community members were engaged in the outreach process, with four PILAS staff joining in conversation.
The outreach process combined facilitated small group discussion with interactive voting and guided mapping activities.
The project was introduced by Molly Markarian, City of Springfield, and discussion was led by PILAS staff and Allison
Brown, JLA Public Involvement. Outreach activities and discussion were held Spanish and engaged a variety of ages and
family groups. All participants were compensated for their time with fifteen-dollar gift cards to Albertson’s grocery store.
Additionally, two interactive strategies were employed to gain feedback from these community members. Participants
‘voted’ on their top three community values related to Main Street, placing coins into jars that correspond with six
values: traffic mobility, local business access, cost, safety, transit and Main Street character. Using a map of the project
area, participants identified areas of safety concerns along the project corridor.
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Outreach Review
The Spanish-language focus group opened with an introduction from Molly Markarian, City of Springfield. Molly outlined
the project’s importance, purpose and location. She then described how participants’ feedback will be used within the
planning process and incorporated into future safety measures and improvements. The Main Street Safety Project video
was shown (with subtitles) providing a visual representation of the project scope and geographic area.
Participants broke into small groups of 4-5 people and were guided through small group discussion by Allison, Molly and
PILAS Staff. The small groups were asked a set of questions to gain feedback on values regarding the project corridor.
Answers were recorded by hand by staff, and translated from Spanish to English by Allison Brown, JLA and Molly
Markarian, City of Springfield.
•
•
•

How do you travel on Main Street?
How do you feel on Main Street? Safe? Unsafe? Why or why not? (PILAs staff members clarified that this
question was specifically referring to traffic safety, as opposed to other forms of community security)
Are there places that you frequently visit?

•

Are there areas that you have seen/experienced safety issues? Where are those areas, and what happened?

Values
The session concluded an exercise on rating values. These values were explained verbally to participants and labelled on
jars in Spanish. Participants were given three plastic coins to vote on their top-three values. Staff clarified that
participants could put multiple coins into one jar, if they felt strongly about that value. The total votes possible was 87
with 26 participants given three votes each. Three PILAs staff members also participated in the exercise, expressing their
opinions as local residents.
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Values Rating Exercise Results
Safety (51%) was the top value, gaining 43 votes from the group. Transit was the second most valued choice, gaining 14
votes (17%). Twelve percent (12%) identified Traffic Mobility as a top-three value with 13 votes. Cost was valued by seven
participants (8%) and Local Business Access was valued by six (7%). Main Street Character was identified as a top value
by four participants (5%).
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Comments
Comments are grouped to correspond with project values and are presented in the table below.
Safety: I value solutions that
• I do not walk with children (i.e. in summer to Dairy Queen).
prevent fatalities and serious
• Observation of more accidents when it is hot out.
injuries
• Taking shortcuts through neighborhoods to avoid Main Street.
• Needing to waive jacket behind self so cars more likely to notice
crossing.
• Lights only flash yellow and cars ignore them (why is there no red?)
• Multiple comments on pedestrians crossing without pressing button.
Many of these comments focused
• Pedestrians start crossing before cars stop.
on pedestrian-oriented safety
• Cars start going through crossing as pedestrians still exiting crosswalk.
concerns. Some comments focused
• Cars speed up before pedestrians start crossing to avoid stopping.
on vehicle speed and the risk of
• Pedestrians are not paying attention when crossing the street (focused
vehicular crashes, and the overall
on phones, listening to music on headphones or not paying attention to
volume of cars travelling at higher
the crossing signals).
speeds on this corridor.
• Too dark in sections.
• There are many street lights that do not function (example of stranger
urinating near apartments because dark enough that hardly noticed).
• Not enough illumination at pedestrian crossings.
• Some confusion over what the flashing yellow light means at an
intersection.
• It can be difficult to see the street signs at night.
• Felt that increased police presence would help.
• We call it a street, but it feels like a highway.
• Do not observe speed enforcement (yes closer to 33rd but no closer to
43rd) and observe cars not respecting speed limit.
• People don’t respect the speed limit, and stops would help to slow
things down.
• Cars drive too fast and follow too closely (don’t put enough space
between cars when driving).
• Have to had to switch lanes to avoid crashes with other cars.
• Participant felt that more stops and a roundabout system would help to
reduce speed along the street.
Traffic Mobility: I value solutions
• Observation that not enough onsite parking, so too many cars parked
that minimize congestion and
on street.
maintain the flow of traffic.
• Example of when people ask son if bothered that lives on Main Street,
he says ‘nooo, nooo’ (but imitates sound of vroom vroom).
Local Business Access: I value
• Wal-Mart, Winco, Walgreens, Albertsons, BigLots and BiMart were key.
solutions that support the viability of
• Panaderia Daisy, Panaderia Piolin are noted as key destinations.
the businesses on Main Street by
• Lowell is noted as a key destination.
providing good access and
• DMV, Department of Health Services, Bob Keefer Center,
minimizing other impacts.
Splash, Goodwill.
• The business entrances and exits off Main are really short
(and make it difficult to access key locations).
• Human Resources, “El Angel” store and “Caliman”.
• Grocery Outlet (west of project area).
Cost: I value solutions that are costeffective and make good use of
public funds.

•

We continue to pay but improvements don’t happen
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Mapping
A total of 26 community members were engaged in a mapping activity, identifying places frequented and areas of safety
concern along the project area. Participants identified 17 significant locations of interest and 13 safety issues.
Locations of interest
Participants identified 17 locations of interest including three food/restaurant establishments and eight stores.
Additionally, six places were identified that were important for school, family and recreation.
•
•
•

Food/Restaurant
Panadería Daisy
Panadería Piolin
El Angel

Stores
• Wal-Mart
• Winco
• Walgreens
• Albertsons
• Big Lots
• BiMart
• Grocery Outlet (west of
project area)
• Goodwill

School, family and recreation
• Lowell
• DMV
• Department of Human Services
• Bob Keefer Center
• Splash

Issues and Concerns
In total, participants identified 13 areas on the map that caused safety concerns and/or issues and provided 18 associated
comments.
One participant pointed out the density of shops in the blocks between 20th and 21st Streets and recommended
additional crosswalks. Also, additional speed limit signs were recommended for the entire project area. One participant
identified all areas from 20th Street onward as ‘too hard’ to travel. One participant commented on limited business access
at 42nd Street and Main Street.
Areas near schools (Riverbend Elementary, Ridgeview Elementary and Thurston High School) presented special concern,
with seven issues identified from 48th to 66th Streets.
• Two participants identified safety issues for pedestrians near Riverbend Elementary where students are crossing
the ‘near a curve off Main’, and drivers going too fast.
• Long distances between safe pedestrian crossing opportunities are an issue, especially 42nd to 54th Streets.
• One participant noted a need for stoplights between the school streets, with no good areas to cross currently.
• The area around 54th Street feels dangerous because of speeding and distracted drivers.
• No stoplight near Riverbend Elementary School is a safety concern.
• Concern over the amount of traffic within the Hwy 126 beltline area and a need for a pedestrian crosswalk.
The area from 28th to 37th Streets was identified as key, with 5 comments total.
• 28th to 35th Streets feels unsafe due to mill-oriented businesses with large trucks entering and exiting traffic flow
• Traveling from 20th to 48th Streets causes a feeling of ‘insecurity’ and reported feeling generally unsafe.
• Blind spots were identified around the Bob Keefer Center, causing a safety issues for pedestrians and vehicles.
• Two issues in the area of the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), concerns with low visibility (due to trees
obstructing views) and traffic congestion.
Two comments identified issues located outside of the project scope:
• 37th and Oregon has no stop signs. Cars exiting and entering Main go really fast through residential area.
Resident had complained and filed a report with the police and the City but hasn’t seen any change with the
signage here.
• A crash was observed in the area of Grocery Outlet.
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Willamalane Two50 Club Focus Group: Outreach Summary
MEETING DATE: Tuesday, December 18, 2018
LOCATION: Bob Keefer Center, 250 S. 32nd Street, Springfield, OR 97478
TIME: 4-4:30 PM

In Attendance
Staff
Loralyn Spiro, DPW Communications Coordinator, City of Springfield
Molly Markarian, Senior Planner, City of Springfield

Overview and Purpose
This outreach event was a partnership with Willamalane’s Two50 Club, engaging the youth community. This
engagement fulfills, in part, Tabling Events & Stakeholder Liaison Opportunities (First Round), outlined in the Main
Street Safety Project: Planning Phase Community Engagement & Communications Plan. Seventeen (17) youth
community members were engaged in the outreach process.
The outreach process was a hybrid model, combing a facilitated focus-group discussion with interactive voting and
guided mapping activities. Loralyn Spiro, City of Springfield, introduced the project, and Molly Markarian, City of
Springfield, led the group in a facilitated large-group discussion.
Following the group discussion, participants ‘voted’ on their top three community values related to Main Street, placing
coins into jars that correspond with six values: traffic mobility, local business access, cost, safety, transit and main street
character.
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Outreach Review
City of Springfield engaged seventeen middle school aged community members (ages 11-14) who participate in free after
school activities at Willamalane’s Two50 youth center, located at the Bob Keefer Center just south of Main Street.
The youth focus group opened with an introduction from Loralyn Spiro, City of Springfield. Loralyn outlined the project’s
importance, purpose and location. The Main Street Safety Project video was shown, but due to Willamalane’s
audiovisual equipment malfunctioning, only the audio feature was employed (several students followed the video on
their phones).
The majority of the youth frequent the food and beverage businesses on the corridor while some live or have parents
who work on Main Street, as well. Using informal audience polling, we found that about half of the group walks along
Main Street (including one who skateboards), and three had experiences crossing Main Street. Additionally, 30% of
participants travel by bus and two bike along Main Street. Given the ages represented, none themselves drive along
Main Street, but most have travelled along the corridor as passengers in motor vehicles.
Within the group of youth, most shared stories of observing crashes on Main Street and feeling less safe as pedestrians
given their awareness of the frequency and severity of crashes (only four or 24% of participants, reported not having
seen or experienced safety issues on Main Street). Youth observations of safety issues included observing turning
vehicles not paying attention to pedestrians crossing the street, vehicles traveling at high speeds, and distracted drivers.

Youth discuss safety issues on Main Street and share feedback with City staff
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Values
Participants were given three plastic coins to ‘vote’ on their top three values by placing them into labeled ‘values’ jars.
Staff clarified that participants could put multiple coins into one jar, if they felt strongly about that value. A total of
sixteen youth participated in the values exercise, casting 48 coins as votes.
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Local Business Access (4%) gained 2 votes, and
Traffic Mobility and Main Street Character (2%)
each gained 1 vote.

Youth Focus Group Values Rating

Comments
Comments are grouped to correspond with project values and are presented in the table below.
Safety: I value solutions that prevent fatalities and
• The lights on the crosswalk are always on long after
serious injuries
the ‘crossers’ are gone; cars run straight through
crosswalks because they assume no one is there.
• Kinda safe, kinda unsafe because the people who
walk around and car crashes.
• I feel unsafe going down Main Street because of
how many crashes happen daily.
• People don’t pay attention enough.
Transit: I value solutions that support good transit access.
• I really prefer to take the bus because I feel safe
and it’s pretty fun to ride on.
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Mapping
A total of 17 youth were engaged in a mapping activity, identifying places frequented and places they have seen safety
issues along the project area. Participants identified 21 significant locations of interest and 10 safety issues.

Locations of interest

Popular locations included eight food/restaurant establishments and seven stores. Additionally, six places were
identified that were important for school, family and recreation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food/Restaurant
Dutch Bros
Human Bean
Subway
Jack-In-The-Box
Arby’s
Dairy Queen
Taco Bell
Lee’s Village

Stores
• Goodwill
• St. Vinny’s
• Autozone
• China Market
• AM/PM
• Shell Gas
• Bi-Mart

School, family and recreation
• Thurston Bus Station
• Thurston Medical
Center (parent
workplace)
• Riverbend Elementary
• Willamalane
• Bank
• Home

Issues and Concerns

Youth identified 10 safety problems within the project area. Four crashes were described by the youth: ‘near Papa’s’,
near the retirement home, and a chain reaction car wreck observed by the train tracks. Additionally, a crash was
observed when pedestrian flashers malfunctioned midway through crossing near Thompson’s Market.
The crosswalk at 42nd by Taco Bell is an issue because people do not pay attention to signals. Distracted driving,
including being on the phone while driving, putting on makeup while driving and other people in the vehicle distracting
the driver. One comment raised concern of people racing/driving really fast and one comment about drunk drivers along
the whole project area.
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